Complex assignments typically consist of open-ended questions with large and diverse content in the context of both classroom and online graduate programs. With the sheer scale of these programs comes a variety of problems in peer and expert feedback, including rogue reviews. As such with the hope of identifying important contents needed for the review, in this work we present a very first work on keyphrase classification with a detailed empirical study on traditional and most recent language modeling approaches. From this study, we find that the task of classification of keyphrases is ambiguous at a human level producing Cohen's kappa of 0.77 on a new dataset. Both pretrained language models and simple TFIDF-SVM classifiers produce similar results with a former producing average of 0.6 F1 higher than the latter. We finally derive practical advice from our extensive empirical and model interpretability results for those interested in key phrase classification from educational reports in the future.
problems across multiple stages of feedback. More specifically, we have an automatic scoring system, which directly scores large textual essays or short answers, grading accuracy improvement tools that either adjust the scores based on certain aggregation (Reily, Finnerty, and Terveen, 2009) , modeling, calibration and ranking strategies. Then some tools consider better peer and expert allotment (Ardaiz-Villanueva et al., 2011) based on various criteria to get good feedback using grouping strategies. Finally, there are review comment analysis systems that focus on understanding the content of comments to suggest improvements. While many of these works show positive outcomes with improvements on respective problems (Xiong, Litman, and Schunn, 2010) , overall there are still some remaining systematic problems (Geigle, Zhai, and Ferguson, 2016) . These include i) changes in reviewers rating with time and length of assignments leading to lack of effective response by the expert ii) discrepancy between rating expected by the author to that of expert and the peer iii) random fluctuations of scores etc. iv) lack of descriptive reviews owing to scale in both peer and expert feedback.
These previously mentioned problems worsen further in the context of complex assignments -Assignment with open-ended questions commonly seen in MOOC based graduate programs with large and diverse content.
As such we hypothesize that explicitly identifying the written contents is useful for both peer and expert feedback, thereby could solve the above issues. For example, in the case of complex long assignments, extracting contents that are needed for rubric alone would reduce time spent on the assignment and in turn lead to fruitful reviews. Hence in this work, we propose to classify important phrases of complex assignments?. Since there are plenty of approaches for the classification of educational texts, with varying coverage of accuracy and training benefits. We propose to empirically evaluate the following open research questions.
• RQ 1.1: How well do traditional linguistic feature extraction approaches perform on keyphrase extraction? What are the most predictive linguistic features?
• RQ 1.2: How well does language models fair in terms of classification of keyphrase from complex assignments?
• RQ 1.3: Are the language models more reliable than the traditional featurebased models in the context of keyphrase classification from complex assignments?
In the due process, we introduce a theory grounded annotation scheme, novel dataset, and present exhaustive experimental results. Additionally In line with prior analyses of text classification problems in educational technology we carry out corpus analysis and introduce briefly the methods used for experimentation.
Unlike prior efforts, however, our main objectives are to uncover the impact of content and context diversity on performance (measured primarily by F1 score), and also to study the benefits of pre-trained language models over traditional approaches both from the perspective of accuracy and reliability (quantified through accuracy score of interpretability). The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we present literature on classification problems and complex assignments, following by datasets and methods used in section 3. Section 4 presents experiments and results. Finally in section 5 we conclude overall findings with some possible implications on future work.
RELATED WORK

Text Classification & Complex Assignments
Text classification is a long-standing problem in educational technology, which has gone rapid increase with the advent of large scale MOOCs. (Cho, 2008) .
Similar to above works, we focus on the classification of educational text, however, there is two major difference in our work. First of all being, we focus on assignment text, rather than posts which is predominant. Second, being the cri-teria and end application of classification is peer feedback. Thirdly, rather than scaffolding peer feedback, we focus on extracting textual content suitable for easy peer feedback.
Peer Feedback & Grading
Peer Feedback and grading are integral to online education. There are a plethora of works in this line tackling a wide array of problems. Firstly some works focus on improving grading score accuracy. Notable works, in this line, include that of (Reily, Finnerty, and Terveen, 2009) the work focuses on improving the score through aggregation strategies. Following this, there are also (Piech et al., 2013) which formulated and evaluated a probabilistic peer grading graphical model In general much of the work focuses on peer grading either towards accuracy improvement, automatic grading, and reviews. However, in our work we focus towards providing evidence-based grading, by classifying important parts of the contents so that peer review is simplified and also evidence is provided along with the scores.
DATASET, ANNOTATION AND METHODS
In this section, the annotation scheme used for creating the dataset is presented along with algorithms that are used for the experiments.
Annotation Scheme
According to the cognitive theory of writing process (Flower and Hayes, 1981) , humans exhibit characteristics of hierarchical writing with the multilevel embedded organization of content where the process is distinctive focusing on goals with continual change, where the writing changes and improves as it progresses.
While the original works (Flower and Hayes, 1981) , was developed based on general writing, we hypothesize such an observation should be true for complex assignment as well. Further based according to (Hattie and Timperley, 2007) feedbacks are expected to answer major questions that are required from student • Findings -Indicating the output of activity.
• Reasons -Showing reasons behind the findings.
• Intuition -Showing background on why the task was executed. 
Dataset
The dataset in this work was developed using the corpus of the KBAI report of Fall 2019. The overall dataset statistics are as shown in Table 3 Secondly, the tokenizer used was from the spacy English model for tokenizing the complex report, occasionally has tokenization errors. Further, the dataset consists of 2443 unique words with occurrences with minimal occurrence of 1 and a maximum occurrence of 800. The combined word statistics are as shown in Figure 1 and words that occur the least amount of time are shown in Figure 2 . 
Metrics
We use the following evaluation metrics for phrase classification in this work.
• Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1-Score (F1): Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive observations. Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all observations in the actual class. F1 Score is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall.
Algorithms
Bert 
is the number of documents in which word w i occurs at least once.
The inverse document frequency IDF (w i ) can be calculated from the document frequency.
Here, D is the total number of sentences. Intuitively, the inverse document frequency of a word is low if it occurs in many documents and is highest if the word occurs in only one. The so-called weight d(i) of word w i in sentence d i is then given as
This word weighting heuristic says that a word w i is an important indexing term for document d if it occurs frequently in it (the term frequency is high). On the other hand, words that occur in many documents are rated less important indexing terms due to their low inverse document frequency. In this work, we use TF-IDF with Bi-Grams of words.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present each of the research questions are presented in brief along with their results.
RQ 1.1: Phrase Classification with Traditional Approaches
Our first research question is how traditional classification approaches (SVM) performance differs for the phrases from complex assignment with traditional approaches. To answer this, Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 metrics are reported on both as weighed average level and original macro-level (See Table 4 ). The reason for the weighted average is to make results comparable across methods, especially with SVM being sensitive to data imbalance compared to that of gradient boosting models.
For weighted average prediction, the dataset predictions are weighed based on the ratio of the sample of a given category in the dataset. Also as mentioned earlier, to ensure generalization the dataset splits are made such that words in train and test set are diverse and overlapping. Moreover, we grid search all the hyper parameters for both SVM and Gradient boosting algorithms and the TFIDF mechanism with N-grams ranging from 1-3. First look on the dataset suggest the classes of a task, finding and intuition typically encompass words in pairs (predominantly verbs) that could help a given classification approach. Hence we also do search for the N-gram parameter as part of the grid search.
Our best results mentioned in the table are obtained using bi-grams. Further, we implement SVM using gradient descent classifier with Hinge loss, rather than native SVM formation to reduce over fitting and randomness in initialization. This further ensures the overall method doesn't overfit with fewer data. To ensure fair comparison we also create a baseline classifier that predicts class labels proportional to their distribution in the training set. The results of the baseline classifier are again shown in Table 4 . We select SVM based on its usage in benchmarks of short text classification (Zeng et al., 2018) and gradient boosting is used due to effectiveness on imbalanced dataset (Wainer and Franceschinell, 2018) . Table 4 shows results with size normalized precision (P), recall (R), and F1-Score (F1). The lowest P, R and F1 values per method are in bold and red to highlight underperformers. Results for all the folds are presented with an accuracy score. Comparing the different methods, the highest F1 results among traditional methods was achieved with SVM with TFIDF, followed by SVM with BOW and Baseline. SVM with TF-IDF shows high precision in Fold-1 and has a balanced P and R in Fold-2, which can be explained by the nature of folds-1, predominantly through our results we observe that the fold-2 is simpler due to similarity in vocabulary compared to that of Fold-1. For SVM with BOW, the results are very close to that of TF-IDF with a small difference of average of 0.2 in the F1 score.
These findings are in line with other work reporting the usefulness of SVM in short text classification (Zeng et al., 2018) .
Concerning results on each of the folds, SVM with BOW produces similar results but again dominated by SVM with TF-IDF by a large margin (>= 6 points in F1)
The first reason success can be attributed to being from the same the dataset, hence similar vocabulary. However, at the same time, the performance is lower compared to that of typical text classification mostly because of the semi-formal nature of the text. This could be linked to noise typically seen in social media texts. Our overall analysis of traditional method shows that it performs fairly well on the complex assignment phrases, however owing to sparsity in vocabulary and size of dataset the performance is not so high like usual text classification approaches. Hence, with higher datasets and different domains, the performance is expected to be consistent. To summarise, our findings are:
• F1 is highest with SVM with TF-IDF, followed by SVM with BOW.
• SVM with TF-IDF outperforms other traditional methods so compared by a large margin (e.g. >= 6 points in F1)
• Existing hypothesis of SVM with TF-IDF serves as a competitive baseline for short text classification still holds.
RQ 1.2: Phrase Classification with Language Models
While SVM with TF-IDF does produce significant results, but the error and ambiguity are extremely. This is visible from results F1-Score which is below 0.5 F1-Score. Recently, language models offer significant advantage where they help to build on existing knowledge gathered from large datasets since much of the dataset is derived from semi-formal reports we hypothesize such pretrained networks would help in results. Further, since the dataset is very small, training will lead to significant over fitting hence to alleviate this we propose to use the pretrained language models only as feature extractors with SVM and gradient boosting classifier in line with RQ 1.1 Table 4 shows the results on the language models with both BERT and RoBERTA transformer base models used as feature extractors. The features are extractor from the second encoder of the transformer (this was based on our experimentation with different encoders). Firstly comparing BERT with SVM and RoBERTA with SVM we can see that BERT offers a top performance of 0.48 F1-Score and
RoBERTA produces max results of 0.37 F1-Scores. Secondly, we can see that
RoBERTA offers an extremely bad result in Fold-1 while the results are higher in fold-2. Previously in RQ 1.1, we mentioned that Fold-1 is harder than fold-2, which is the main reason. This result was tested multiple times and no issue or correlation level issues were found on Fold-1 with RoBERTA. To further check the impact of training, we froze all the encoders and trained only the final layers, yet the results were significantly lower than the baseline. Additionally, we can see from Table Table 4 results using XGB, the performance is pretty much similar across the cases of BERT and RoBERTA, where unlike SVM the results are balanced and high. Finally, coming to errors we can see that the classes of Task, Finding, and Intuition are highly ambiguous. Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix, where we can see much of the error is concentrated among the three classes. This is in line with
Cohen's kappa (κ) of 0.77 earlier mentioned in the dataset.
To summarise, our findings are:
• F1 on RoBERTA is significantly lower than F1 on BERT for all 2 folds, which is mostly(speculation) due to inherent architectural flaw. However experimental setup needs to be revisited.
• Performance on BERT is significantly and consistently higher than that of RoBERTA and best-performing SVM in different folds, with the lower scores mostly attributable to lower recall. Further, we can see that XGB with either representation has no significant changes in terms of results. A reason that needs to be revisited.
• However, there are still significant differences in the classification of phrases and human annotation. Considering Cohen's kappa (κ) of 0.77 we are far from results. Capturing context is a hard issue especially with phrases of complex assignments and current annotation schemes. Thus the annotation and model architectures need to be revisited.
RQ 1.3: Reliability study of traditional and language models
Previously in Table 4 , we saw the results of both traditional and language models.
We could see that among traditional models the performance was closer with TF-IDF producing higher performance on fold-2. Then coming to language models, they tend to perform significantly higher than the rest. So to further evaluate the performance in-depth, we focused on the reliability aspect of the model where we define reliability is defined as the models ability to focus on the required information for classification that is true from a human's perspective i.e. the model should look on some parts of the text which a human would see during annotation.
To do this, we employ Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations(LIME) (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin, 2016) . For this, we modify the original implementation of the language models for a single forward pass, by decoupling the preprocessing provided by the Hugging Face Transformer Library.
We use the precision as the evaluation metric, where we compute precision as Language models (left) with dissimilar word contributions. the fraction of words that are contributing to both traditional and language models performance. The results so obtained are as shown in Table 5 . Further, we manually analyze the results to find interesting characteristics. Figure 4 shows results where both traditional and language models look on similar words, while Figure 5 shows the BERT model to focus on words that don't make any sense in terms of contributions. We don't use XGB and RoBERTA models as they tend to produce lower performance.
From a results point of view, We find that in both the cases the models look around 80% of times on similar word lists. Further, we also see mixed interpretability The results of interpretability are inconclusive were in. From Figure   4 we can see that both traditional and BERT look for similar words for predicting the correct results, however, from Figure 5 we can see that in some cases traditional model has better interpretability. We speculate this is an issue of using the BERT model as a feature extractor, rather than training it from scratch.
Overall traditional models tend to focus on the right set of words, in the majority of cases. Hence we conclude that traditional models better interpret the cues related to class from the educational text. However, at the same time, we argue that this needs to be revisited in more depth with an exhaustive comparison on a relationship with features used in the traditional model and language model training process.
To summarise, our findings are as follows:
• Both traditional and language models look on similar word cues around 80% of times, despite dissimilar contributions.
• Traditional models are more reliable in terms of interpretability, this has more to do with the usage of simple features itself. Meanwhile, in language models, we use complex encoders without any training.
CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the ability of both traditional and recent language models for the task of classification of phrases from complex assignments. Firstly, by developing a new corpus and annotation scheme, we demonstrated that datasets in complex assignments are harder to create: in terms of annotation and size; the balance of classes; the proportion of words; and how often tokens are repeated. The dataset so created is imbalanced with the domination of Task and Finding classes. This is similar, to the dataset of twitter and web corpora which are traditionally noisy. More interestingly, however, despite imbalance, the task is inherently harder as the cues are very limited with lower information density as the classification is fine-grained.
Our second set of findings relates to the traditional approaches studied. In this work, we studied only SVM with BOW and TF-IDF approaches. We find that data. This can mostly be attributed to SVM"s inherent quality when trained with word-level features. Further, the tuned parameters of SVM achieve a balanced precision and recall.
Thirdly, what is found to be a good predictor of F1 is a BERT trained with SVM, in which the BERT model was used as a feature extractor for each fold of the test corpus. This supported our hypothesis that language models without any training would still be useful owing to their training on large datasets, and training on a small dataset will negatively be correlated with F1. While we didn't study details on proportions of unseen token across train and test dataset, we can argue that the majority of terms across the classes that are important include simple ones such as verbs and verb phrases.
Fourth, our experiments also confirmed the issue of reliability where traditional models are more reliable in terms of interpretability while language models without training are sensitive in nature. In particular, we saw that the net precision of common words used as cues is 0.82 which indicates that the task could be addressed well by simple algorithms at the same time it requires complex features, rather than simple TF-IDF.
Finally, by studying performance with the weighted average, it becomes clear that there is also a big difference in performance on corpora with the balanced and imbalanced dataset. This indicates that annotating more training examples for diverse classes would likely lead to a dramatic increase in F1 which in turn is expected to improve performance across all the explored RQ's.
